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INSTALLATION
The seat is fixed to the wall through 2 x 57dia. stainless steel plates each requiring 3 fixing 
bolts/screws. Fixings are not supplied with the seat and should be to suit the wall structure 
where installed.

The detent should only be fixed to the wall once the seat has been fixed, allowing the seat to 
slope 3° down to allow water to run off to the dimensions shown below. Ensure seat will raise 
and hold in the upper position.

To comply with NZ Regulations the seat should lower to a height not less than 460mm from 
FFL. Nog walls to dimensions shown above to suit preferred final seat height.
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AS8203M-NZ
FOLD UP SHOWER SEAT

DESCRIPTION

The ASI Model 8203-M-NZ is a 304 stainless steel framed and supported shower seat 
suitable for installation in any commercial shower space where seating is required for 
ease of showering. Its dimensions comply with Acceptable Solutions G1/AS1 and thus 
complies with the requirements of the Building Act for use in disabled access areas of  
the bathroom.

The seat is covered with a solid phenolic resin seat top for durability and long life. All 
structural elements are fully welded, ground and polished to a smooth finish. All stainless 
steel is finished to a No 4 finish. The seat top is white.

The seat folds up and is supplied with a strut support which slides in a detent guide that 
offers support for the seat and protection for the wall surface. The detent securely holds 
the seat in both the vertical and horizontal positions.
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